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IMAGINE : its late at night and your channel -
hopping, and you find seme god-awful horror 
film full of actors you've never heard of. This is 
the game of that film.

FIRST : the GM rolls for location. THEN : pick a 
character type from the ones below, and pick a 
secondary type for them to be from the ones 
you didn't choose.
NAME AND DESCRIBE your character and their 
NPC rival. Why are they your rival?

START PLAY : When you act and the outcome is 
in doubt, roll a D6; on a 5+ you succeed, and 4 or 
less, you fail. FAILURE always has 
consequences! when you roll the dice, 
something changes.

ADD TWO DICE and pick the highest it your 
primary type would help you succeed. 
ADD ONE DICE If secondary type would help you. 
ADD TWO RED DICE and pick the highest when 
you act in accordance with your risk factor.

PROBLEMS are the events listed on your sheet. 
If you fail a dangerous action or you roll a l on a 
RED dice, you suffer a problem. Work down 
from the top in order.

THE PLOT IS : you must escape, but you can't, 
because you're trapped, so you have to kill all of 
whatever the threat is. Okay? Good.

STRONG +2D WEIRD +2D SMART +2D HOT +2D

SECONDARY +1D SECONDARY +1D SECONDARY +1D SECONDARY +1D

RISK FACTOR +2RD
TOO DUMB TO BE SCARED

RISK FACTOR +2RD
MORBID CURIASITY

RISK FACTOR +2RD
OVERPROTECTIVE

RISK FACTOR +2RD
SOMETING TO PROVE

 Get hurt (+1RD 
permanent )

 Get scared, kinda
 Get angry at 

someone
 Your rival dies
 Get in over your head
 Die, real messy like

 Shut someone out
 Your rival dies
 Get hurt (+1RD 

permanent )
 Freak someone out
 Uncover terrifying 

hidden area
 Become corrupted by 

the threat

 Get scared
 Your rival dies
 Get hurt (+1RD 

permanent )
 Find the liar
 Acquire minor 

derangement
 Die, insane

 Get mean
 Kiss someone you 

shouldn't
 Your rival disappears
 Get hurt (+1RD 

permanent )
 Your rival returns, 

changed
 Become corrupted by 

the threat

HEY GAMESMASTER !
Here are some tables 
you can roll on for 
inspiration+ that. 
Remember : make 
people roll a lot, else, 
the story isn't going to 
go anywhere. 

Good Luck!

LOCATION

1. School
2. Remote cabin
3. Warehouse rave
4. Large family home
5. Hospital
6. Fairground

I JUST WANT...
(This one’s for players)

1. Hot makeouts
2. Recreational drugs
3. Fun memories
4. To make a true friend
5.Respect
6.Everyone to love me

THREAT

1. Vampires
2. Werewolves
3. Witches
4.Demons
5.Possessor spirit
6.Creepy cult

THREAT WEAKNESS

1.Sunlight
2.Silver
3.Fire
4.Magic
5.Exorcism
6.Salt
(You can just use
traditional weaknesses 
if this feels daft.)

PLOT TWIST

1. The threat is 
summoning A bigger 
threat
2. Threat is actually (roll 
again on threat)
3. Government did it
4. This is all your fault
5. (RANDOM PC) is 
behind the threat
6. Your shelter burns, 
floods etc.

DEAD CHANNEL A RPG of straight-to-VHS horror by 
Grant Howitt 
(add material from Chris Taylor)


